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This invention relates to combination black- Figure 8 is a vertical section on the line 8-8 
boards, drawing, painting or display boards of Figure '7; 
adapted for mounting on the wall of a room, es~ Figure 9 is a horizontal section on the line 9-9 

pecially. for class-room use, and more particuL of Figure 7; and 
larly relates to the type‘ of removable and reversi- Figure 10 is a detail showing the tray support 5 
ble board shown in United States Letters Patent for the modi?ed arrangement- ‘ 
No. 1,984,845 issuedDecember 18', 1934. . Referring to the drawings, Ill indicates the wall 

,In boards of this type it is desirable to have surface of a room, H the usual blackboard of 
the ?xtures include as few parts as possible; also slate, it the bottom rail 01' Supporting Strip for 
to avoid unnecessary weight; to reduce the nume the board, H’: the top retaining rail, and '4 the 10 

10 her of removable parts requiring adjustment, for usual ?nishing strip. In the installation of the 
use; to provide simple and easily set-up means usual slate board H, a chalk shelf or rail is set 
for holding the reversible boards ?rmly in posi- on the strip l2 and the slate sections rest on the 
tion when used for writing, drawing or display chalk shelf and are retained in position on the 

15. purposes and yet permit removal and resetting Shelf by a moulding Strip-Secured t0 Chalk Shelf- 15 
of the board sections without undue strain on the In combining my improved removable board 
board or exertion on the part of the user, so that sections 15 with the usual slate board I remove 
children may readily make the desired changes. the usual Chalk Shelf and retaining Strip and Seat 
In the construction and setting, up of ?xtures the slate sections directly on strip [2 as shown 

20 for such boards it is also desirable to provide in Figures 3 and 5 and the moulding strip as 20 
standardized. parts that may be readily employed Shown at I6 is fastened. under the rail l2- AS 
in conjunction with the usual blackboards by the a‘ substitute for the usual chalk shelf I provide 
replacement of few parts and addition of the the channel rail H, which is securely fastened to ‘ 
parts entering into the new combination. the rail l2 and wall ID. Upon the upper ?ange ' 

25 My invention is'illustrated in the accompany- of rail '1 is Secured a Specially 'CllrVedTail I3, 25 
ing drawings in which-- Figure l, which has six functions. Referring 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a section of more particularly to Figures 3 and 5. it will be 
the usual blackboard mounted on a wall and pro- seen that the curved part a of rail l8 serves both 
vided with my improved ?xtures for a oombina- as a substitute for the usual quarter-round strip 

30, tion board, and showing one removable section for Securing the Slate Section “ in position on 30 
in the vertical position, a removable section in the Wall Strip '2. and also as a back Stop for 
the inclined position or easel effect, and show- the removable board SectiOn 15; the curve 17‘ 
ing one of the‘hinged brackets swung outward serves as a front stop for the removable board 
in the supporting position for the inclined. board section; the curves c and 11 form a channel for 

35 section; the board to rest in and in which it ?ts. freely 35 
Figure 2 is a horizontal section on the line except‘as hereinafter indicated; the curve 0 with 

2--2 of Figure 1; curve 1) form a shallow channel which serves 
Figure 3 is a vertical section of the arrange- as the rail for chalk, pencils, erasers, etc.; and 

ment shown in Figure 1 with the removable board the Curve 6 also Serves as 9» 011D‘ for holding down 
. 40 in the inclined position and supported on the the work shelf l9 hereinafter more speci?cally 40 

hinged brackets at the proper angle to be able referred to 
freely to insert the same under the top rail after Between the ?anges of rail ll‘ bracket arms 2:} 
the board, ‘in the position shown, is moved up: are hinged in any Suitable manner 9'5 by Pins 2|, 
wardly; ' and the dimensions of the arms are such that they 

45 Figure 4 is a perspective‘ view showing the may be swung parallel to the rail between the 4,5 
removable boards in i the vertical position and flanges so as not to project therefrom when folded 
a work shelf and tray supported by the brack- in, or obstruct the use of the board as will be ob 
ets; served by reference to Figures -1 and‘ 2. At the 

Figure 5 is a vertical section on the line 5-5 outer end of each bracket arm is secured a double 
50 of Figure ‘4; hook 22, Figures 3 and‘ 5, having its upper part 50 

Figure? is a cross section on the line.6-B of d bent outwardly and upwardly to a‘ point in 
Figure 5; V ' alignment with the upper edge of the bracket 

Figure‘? is a front elevation‘ and partial sec- arm to form a support for board 15 when used in 
tion of a modi?ed‘ form suitable for use without the inclined position as shown in Figures 1, 2, and 

55. the fixed blackboard; > 3, and its lower end e bent up and back to form 55‘ 
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a hook for supporting the tray 23 which is pro- lower corners of each board l5 ?nger holes 2' are 
vided with slots 24 into which hooks e may be provided for adjusting the board to its several po inserted to engage the tray as shown in Figures sitions. 

4 and 5. The bracket arms 20 are located so The chamfer of the usual top retaining rail 
5 that a pair of arms Will project outwardly Within I3 is cut slightly wider to receive the ?ange of 

the width of each board 65, and the trays 23 are the auxiliary metal top rail 29. The ?ange of 
of such length that each tray may be engaged by this rail may be clamped under the tongue of 
hooks e of each pair of brackets 20 and thereby ran 53, but in the preferred arrangement, as 
lock the brackets and tray together and prevent shown in Figure 3, this ?ange is secured directly 

10 the bracket arms swinging on their hinge pins. upon the slate beard [i and to the wall In by 10 
When a removable board section is used in the screws_ Raj] 29 may be of any desired shape in 
inclined Position it is seated on hooks d and the cross section according to the ornamental eifect 
upwardly projecting angle of those hooks will pre- desired but it will be such as to a?ord a Su?i_ 
vent the bracket arms swinging inward while the Gently "Vide space to permit free insertion of board is resting thereon. i - - 

N . the upper end of the board behind the rail, and 15 Tthe brackit amis 2'9 are also geslgned to 5.11p- su?iciently deep to permit raising the board to 
pm the W01.‘ she f 9 .When th”. board fectlons the height required to seat and unseat the board 
I 5 are held in the vertical position. This shelf 1., it h nnel in bottom ran ‘8 For the as shown in Figure 4 may be the full width of a 10m S c a . . ' - 

b purpose of clamping the board I5 in the vertical board section !5 and at its inner edge it is bev- . . . . 

‘ m a , _, _ , position when in use and to hold it ?rmly to 20 elled as shown at 1.. to engage under the bone 0 prevent it fro rattling or s aymg, a series of of rail 58 for holding the shelf down on the brack 
et arms. Each bracket is also provided on its 
upper edge near its outer end with a forwardly 

_ . . or . g . 2 ’ V 1 _ 9 I . 

25 1%! 34011312131. if i‘?gstg; gvnoltllflesglegei in Figures 1, 3, and 4 or rubber blocks or buttons 25 
side and in alignment with the Spring clips 25 '52 as SIZOWllll’l Figures 7 and 8. When spring ful 
when the brackets are fully extended at right crums ‘*9 are employed they may be narrow and 
angles to the rail H, and secured to the underside arranged "1 pairs to engage the vertical edges 

..0 of the work shelf and projecting rearwardly over PI ?fa‘mmg of adJacent bfjardsi 01: as Shown 
slots 26 are spring blades 27 which are adapted In Figure 4, they may. be strips su?iciently wide 30 
to engage under clips 25 as shown in Figures 5 to Overlap we adlolnlng edges of adjacent 
and 6_ In adjusting the Shelf in position on boards. In either case the fulcrum piece 30 will 
brackets 25] it is placed so that clips 25 will enter have a leaf 7c bent to form a prolecting Shoulder 
slots 26 and then the shelf is pushed backward l and a tongue 01' Slide m bent back '59 b?“ w 
to cause blades 27 to slide under clips 25 and bevel against slate i 4- The downwardly prolectmg 3° 
20 to engage bend c of rail l8 and thereby holding flange of rail 29 is Curved outwardly 130 form a , 
the shelf in position. In practice clips 25 and shoulder 71 and ‘511 

blades 27 may be provided with indentations or of this shoulder is positioned relative to shoulder 
cross-‘wise corrugations (which for simplicity of l 011 blade 35 80 as to be Slightly above the lat 

40 illustration are omitted) which will interlock to ten and the clearance between the two shoulders 40 
insure against the shelf slipping forward after will be su?icient to permit insertion of the upper 
being adjusted in position. Thus the engagement edge of board l5 freely into the cavity under 
of clips 25 and blades 2'! will hold the shelf in rail 29 so that no pressure will be required to 
position and part c of rail l8 will hold the inner insert the board. The vertical spacing between 

$1 

15 

rigid blocks, but I prefer to employ a resilient 
device such as spring strips or blades 39 as shown 

35 

that the entrance of clips 25 into slots 26 will also so that after the board is inserted under rail 
serve as a locking means for the bracket arms and 29 the backward movement of the lower end of 
prevent their swinging on their hinge pins when the board for in ertion in its channel on rail I8 

By this simple means it will be observed that against shoulder l and the outer face against 
the shelf may be placed in position for use and shoulder 12 with a yielding pressure so that when 
the brackets and shelf locked against displace- the board is seated in its channel on rail Hi the 

60 as an additional locking means for the brackets. It will be observed that by locating the shoul- 60 
At intervals between adjacent pairs of bracket ders Z below the line of contact on shoulder 12 
arms, a tray 28, Figure 1 may be Secured in the of rail 29, a three-point contact is provided for 
channel rail l7. This tray may be of any desired the removable board, and by reason of shoulder 
form for receiving a chalk eraser or other devices. 1 being only slightly below shoulder 11, all tend 

65 The removable boards '5 may be of any desired ency to bend or warp the board is avoided while 65v 
construction or material and laminated so that Still affording su?icient leverage on shoulders I 
both sides are usable, as for instance, one side may acting as fulcrums to provide a, ?rm holding of 
be of a material suitable for writing or drawing the board in the vertical position. Furthermore 
with chalk or crayon, and the other side suitable the pressure on the board caused by its squeez_ 

paper, pictures, eta, 0r hooks for hanging models, the board may be readily slid upward or down 
charts, etc. As illustrated these boards have two ward when placing it in position. When the 
layers f and g, Figure 3, held together by a fram- board is used in the inclined position the lower 
ing it of wood or metal extending preferably edge as above stated rests on hooks 22 and the 

50 the shelf is in place. will cause the inner face of frame h to press 501 

70- for receiving thumb tacks for holding drawing ing between the two shoulders is so slight that 70" 

75" around the four edges of the board. At the two upper edge bears against the slide m so that in 757 



29 

2.5. 

30 

5 of -;the board is raised sufficiently 
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‘returning the board to the ‘vertical position the 
act Lofraising it .bythe aid of ?nger holes i will 
.c‘auseitto slide'upward on slides m and slip un 

- derr- shoulder n of rail 29. Whenthe upper edge 
under rail 29 

to‘lclear the lower edge over rail i8 a slight in 
wardv and downward pressure will. place the 
board in the vertical position of Figures 1 and 4. 

For convenience in hanging pictures or charts, 
the top rail .29 on its horizontal face is provided 
witha seriesof slots 3| into whichthe usual 
picture hooks :32 maybe inserted with. the de 
pending. hook'b‘earing against the front face of 
rail .29 as shown in Figures 3 and 4. ’ 

It will be understood that the arrangement 
illustrated in .Figures 1 to 6 inclusive is not 
limited to the" combination with a slate board 
:|‘|., ‘and that the ?xtures entering into the com 
bination for supporting removable board sec 
tions may be attached directly to a wall surface 
without alteration in construction, and that the 
arrangement may be for any number of boards 
or a single board. 7 a ‘ 
.1 ‘In Figures '7 to 10 inclusive I illustrate a modi 
fied arrangement which permits of cheaper con 
structionv for single board units, and is adapted 
forready attachment to or removal from a wall. 
In‘thisform ,I provide a frame having top and 
bottom railsv 33 and 34 and side rails 35. To the 
top rail 33, is secured a retaining strip 36 spaced 
from, rail 33 by a spacing strip or blocks 31. 
The top and bottom rails 33 and 34 are longi 
tudinally slottedv as shown at 38 to facilitate 

- fastening the frame to a wall In by means of 
screws» 39 and for more readily adapting the 
frame for fastening to studs 40 of ordinary par 
tition walls. ,Seated. upon and secured to bot 
tom rail 34 is the retaining rail 4| for the re 
movable'board Hi. This rail has a groove (1. into 

40 which the lower edge of the board is seated and 

4 

5 

6 

7 

7 

a groove 17 for chalk, etc. Screws 39 which hold 
rail 33 to the wall are preferably provided with 
rubber heads or cushions as indicated at 42 to 
form the fulcrums for board l5 instead of spring 

5 blades 3!! as in Figure 1, although if desired a 
pair of spring blades» may be attached to rail 
33. The insertion of the upper edge of board l5 

‘ under strip 36 and the backward movement of 
the lower end for insertion in groove (1 will cause 

0 the board to impinge on heads 42 acting as ful 
crums and hold the board ?rmly at three-points 
of contact as above explained in connection with 
the form shown in Figure 1. 

Secured to rail 34 of the main frame and to the 
retaining rail 4| is a framing comprising sides 42, 
sill 43 and storage shelf 44. Hinged between rail 
4| and sill 43 by pins 45 are a pair of brackets 46 
which normally fold in under the rail 4| as shown 
in the dotted lines in Figure 9. Screwed into the 

0 ends of brackets 46 are ordinary round-head wood 
screws or hooks 4'! for supporting the tray 48 
which is provided with apertures 49 into which 
heads or hooks 41 enter to hold the tray as shown 
in Figures 9 and 10, and when the tray is in posi 
tion the brackets will be held in the extended 
position. Hinged to- rail 4| is a work shelf 50 and 
which is‘ supported in the elevated or working 
position bybrackets 46 as shown in Figure 8, the 
leaves of hinges‘ 5| being counter-sunk on the 

0 underside of rail 4| and shelf 5|) to clear the 
brackets. When not in use the shelf hangs down 
as shown in dotted lines in Figure 8 and serves 
as a cover for the articles stored on shelf 44. 
Work shelf 50 is provided along its front edge 

5 with a groove 52 which serves as a retaining 

groove for board l5’when used in the inclined 
position as shown in dotted lines in Figure 8. 
The ful'crums‘ for the removable panels may be 

arranged in various ways without departing from 
the object of my invention. ‘For instance, there 
may be. a‘ series of fulcrums ‘or spring blades ex 
tending across the width of a panel, or a, series 
of rubber cushions, or a single long strip or cleat, 
an important object being to provide an abut 
ment against which the panel‘will impinge when 
the loweredge is pushed into the seating rail and 
effectthe three-point contact to hold the panel 
against swaying or rattling movement. 
What I‘ claim is: 
1. A wall ?xture of the class described, having 

in combination a removable panel, a recessed 
top rail adapted to cooperate with the face of said 
panel and into which the panel projects, a ful-. 
crurn piece attached to the wall or panel sup 
porting frame adapted to cooperate with the rear 
of said panel at a point below that at which the 
top rail cooperates with the face and against 
which the rear side of the panel bears when in 
serted under said top rail, and a grooved bottom 
rail in which the lower edge of the panel is adapt 
ed to be seated, the alignment of said top and 
bottom rails and thefulcrum piece being such 
that when the panel is placed in position between 
the top and bottom rails it will be held against 
swaying movement byv a three-point contact. 

2. A wall ?xture of the class described, having 
in combination a removable panel, arecessed top 
rail for the panel, a fulcrum piecefor the panel 
attached to the wall or panel supporting frame, 
and a grooved bottom rail in which the lower edge 
of the panel is seated, said top and bottom rails 
and the fulcrum piece forming contact points 1 
disposed, respectively, in different planes and at 
different elevations, such that when the panel is 
in position between said rails it will be held by a 
three-point contact, the upper and lower front 
edges of the panel being held against the rails by 
the fulcrum contacting with the rear side of the 
panel below the top front line of contact. 

3. A wall ?xture of the class described, having 
in combination a removable panel, a recessed top 
rail adapted to cooperate with the face of said 
panel and into which the panel projects, a resilient 
fulcrum piece attached to the wall or panel sup 
porting frame adapted to cooperate with the rear 
of said panel at a point below that at which the top 

' rail cooperates with the face and against which 
the rear side of the panel bears when inserted 
under said top rail, and a grooved bottom rail in 
which the lower edge of the panel is adapted to 
be seated, the said top and bottom rails being in a 
different plane from that of the fulcrum piece 
such that when the panel is placed in position be 
tween the top and bottom rails it will be held 
against swaying movement by a three-point con 

tact. 4. A wall ?xture of the class described, having 
in combination a removable panel, a recessed 
top rail for the panel, a resilient fulcrum piece for 
the panel attached to the wall or panel supporting 
frame, and a grooved bottom rail in which the 
lower edge of the panel is seated, said top and 
bottom rails and the fulcrum piece forming con 
tact points disposed, respectively, at different ele 
vations, such that when the panel is in position 
between said rails it will be held by a three-point 
contact, the upper and lower front edges of the 
panel being held against the rails by the fulcrum 
contacting with the rear side of the panel below 
the top front line of contact. 
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5. A wall ?xture of the class described, having lel thereto, said edge strips engaging the upper 

in combination a removable panel, a recessed top edge of said board at di?erent elevations, respec 
rail under which the panel projects, a fulcrum tively, and a retaining means cooperating with 
piece attached to a stationary part of the ?xture said board to hold the same in a position proxi 

5 and against which the rear side of the panel mate said wall, the cooperation between said 5 
bears when inserted under said top rail, a chan- board and retaining means being effected by a 
nel rail forming a bracket housing, a grooved vertically downward movement of said board 
retaining rail for the panel seated on said chan- while the upper edge thereof is gripped by said nel rail, said retaining rail having two longitudi- strips. 

10 nal grooves, one for seating the panel and the 8. In combination with a Wall board, means 

seating the panel and the other serving as a crum also comprising a guide to facilitate the 
chalk rail, brackets hinged on and adapted for insertion of the upper edge of said board into 

edge of said board is moved toward the wall to WINTER W. MYERS. , dispose the board in a plane substantially paral 

other serving as a chalk rail and brackets hinged for removably mounting the same on a Wall or 10 
on said channel rail and adapted to be disposed the like, said means comprising an upper edge 
in the housing formed thereby. strip secured to the wall and a yieldable fulcrum, 

6. A Wall ?xt re of the class described, hav- said strip and fulcrum forming an opening of 
15 ing in combination a removable panel, a recessed su?icient size freely to receive the upper edge of 15 

top rail under which the panel projects, a ful- said board if said edge is inserted therein while 
crum piece attached to a stationary part of the the board is inclined towaid the wall and there 
?xture and against which the rear side of the after yieldably grip said upper edge by contact 
panel bears when inserted under said top rail, with the board at different elevations, respec 

20 a channel rail, a grooved retaining rail for the tively, when the lower edge of said board is 20 

25 housing in said channel rail, and means at the said opening, a retaining means cooperating 25 

30 like, said means comprising a pair of relatively board while the upper edge thereof is gripped by 30 

35 board is inclined toward the wall, and thereafter the proper angle to ?t freely into the Opening 35 


